The development of computational methods to detect abusive language in social media within variable and multilingual contexts has recently gained significant traction. The growing interest is confirmed by the large number of benchmark corpora for different languages developed in the latest years. However, abusive language behaviour is multifaceted and available datasets are featured by different topical focuses. This makes abusive language detection a domain-dependent task, and building a robust system to detect general abusive content a first challenge. Moreover, most resources are available for English, which makes detecting abusive language in low-resource languages a further challenge. We address both challenges by considering ten publicly available datasets across different domains and languages. A hybrid approach with deep learning and a multilingual lexicon to cross-domain and cross-lingual detection of abusive content is proposed and compared with other simpler models. We show that training a system on general abusive language datasets will produce a cross-domain robust system, which can be used to detect other more specific types of abusive content. We also found that using the domain-independent lexicon HurtLex is useful to transfer knowledge between domains and languages. In the cross-lingual experiment, we demonstrate the effectiveness of our jointlearning model also in out-domain scenarios.
Introduction
Detecting online abusive language in social media messages is gaining increasing attention from scholars and stakeholders, such as governments, social media platforms and citizens. The spread of online abusive content negatively affects the targeted victims, has a chilling effect on the democratic discourse on social networking platforms and negatively impacts those who speak for freedom and non-discrimination. Abusive language is usually used as an umbrella term (Waseem et al., 2017) , covering several sub-categories, such as cyberbullying (Van Hee et al., 2015; Sprugnoli et al., 2018) , hate speech (Waseem and Hovy, 2016; , toxic comments (Wulczyn et al., 2017) , offensive language (Zampieri et al., 2019a) and online aggression (Kumar et al., 2018) . Several datasets have been proposed having different topical focuses and specific targets, e.g., misogyny or racism. This diversity makes the task to detect general abusive language difficult. Some studies attempted to bridge some of these subtasks by proposing cross-domain classification of abusive content (Wiegand et al., 2018a; Karan anď Snajder, 2018; Waseem et al., 2018) .
Another prominent challenge in abusive language detection is the multilinguality issue. Even if in the last year abusive language datasets were developed for other languages, including Italian (Bosco et al., 2018; Fersini et al., 2018b) , Spanish (Fersini et al., 2018b) , and German (Wiegand et al., 2018b) , most studies so far focused on English. Since most popular social media such as Twitter and Facebook goes multilingual, fostering their users to interact in their primary language, there is a considerable urgency to develop a robust approach for abusive language detection in a multilingual environment, also for guaranteeing a better compliance to governments demands for counteracting the phenomenon (see, e.g., the recently issued EU commission Code of Conduct on countering illegal hate speech online (EU Commission, 2016). Cross-lingual classification is an approach to transfer knowledge from resource-rich languages to resource-poor ones. It has been applied to sentiment analysis (Zhou et al., 2016) , a related task to abusive language detection. However, there is still not much work focused on cross- (Wiegand et al., 2018b) offensive, other DE Offensive content, including insults, abuse, and profanity 5,009 3,532 0.34 Table 1 : Twitter abusive language datasets in four languages: original labels, language(s) featured, topical focus, distribution of train and test set and positive instance rate (PIR).
lingual abusive language classification. In this study, we conduct an extensive experiment to explore cross-domain and cross-lingual abusive language classification in social media data, by proposing a hybrid approach with deep learning and a multilingual lexicon. We exploit several available Twitter datasets in different domains and languages. We present three main contributions in this work. First, we characterize the available datasets as capturing various phenomena related to abusive language, and investigate this characterization in cross-domain classification. Second, we explored the use of a domain-independent, multilingual lexicon of abusive words called HurtLex (Bassignana et al., 2018) in both cross-domain and cross-lingual settings. Last, we take advantage of the availability of multilingual word embeddings to build a jointlearning approach in the cross-lingual setting. All code and resources are available at https:// github.com/dadangewp/ACL19-SRW.
Related Work
Some work has been done in the cross-domain classification of abusive language. Wiegand et al. (2018a) proposed to use high-level features by combining several linguistic features and lexicons of abusive words in the cross-domain classification of abusive microposts from different sources. Waseem et al. (2018) use multi-task learning for domain transfer in a cross-domain hate speech detection task. Recently, Karan andŠnajder (2018) also addressed cross-domain classification in several abusive language datasets, testing the framework of Frustratingly Simple Domain Adaptation (FEDA) (Daume III, 2007) to transfer knowledge between domains.
Meanwhile, cross-lingual abusive language detection has not been explored yet by NLP scholars. We only found a few works describing participating systems developed for recent shared tasks on the identification of misogynous (Basile and Rubagotti, 2018) and offensive language (van der Goot et al., 2018) , where some experiment in a cross-lingual setting is proposed. Basile and Rubagotti (2018) used the bleaching approach (van der Goot et al., 2018) to conduct cross-lingual experiments between Italian and English when participating to the automatic misogyny identification task at EVALITA 2018 (Fersini et al., 2018a) . Schneider et al. (2018) used multilingual embeddings in a cross-lingual experiment related to GermEval 2018 (Wiegand et al., 2018b) .
Data
We consider ten different publicly abusive language datasets and benchmark corpora from shared tasks. Some shared tasks (HatEval, AMI Evalita and AMI IberEval) provided data in two languages. Table 1 summarizes the datasets' characteristics. We binarize the label of these datasets into abusive (bold) and not-abusive. For the crosslingual experiments, we include datasets from four languages: English, Italian, Spanish, and German. We split all datasets into training and testing by keeping the original split when provided, and splitting the distribution randomly (70% for training and 30% for testing) otherwise. We also provide further information about the captured phenomena of every dataset. Based on this information, we can compare the nature and topical focus of the dataset, which potentially affect the cross-domain experimental results. Some datasets have a broader coverage than the others, focussing on more general phenomena, such as OffensEval (Zampieri et al., 2019b) , and GermEval (Wiegand et al., 2018b) . However, there are also some shared phenomena between datasets, such as racism and sexism in Waseem (Waseem and Hovy, 2016) and HatEval (Basile et al., 2019) . AMI datasets contain the most specific phenomenon, only focusing on misogyny. The positive instance rate (PIR) denotes the ratio of abusive instances to all instances of the dataset.
Cross-domain Classification
In this experiment, we investigate the performance of machine learning classifiers which are trained on a particular dataset and tested on different datasets ones. We focus on investigating the influence of captured phenomena coverage between datasets. We hypothesize that a classifier which is trained on a broader coverage dataset and tested on narrower coverage dataset will give better performance than the opposite. Furthermore, we analyse the impact of using the HurtLex lexicon (Bassignana et al., 2018) to transfer knowledge between domains. HurtLex is a multilingual lexicon of hate words, originally built from 1,082 Italian hate words compiled in a manual fashion by the linguist Tullio De Mauro (De Mauro, 2016) . This lexicon is semi-automatically extended and translated into 53 languages by using BabelNet (Navigli and Ponzetto, 2012) , and the lexical items are divided into 17 categories such as homophobic slurs, ethnic slurs, genitalia, cognitive and physical disabilities, animals and more 1 . Model. In this experiment, we employ two models. First, we exploit a simple traditional machine learning approach by using linear support vector classifier (LSVC) with unigram representation as a feature. Second, we utilize a long short-term memory (LSTM) neural model consisting of several layers, starting with a word embedding layer (32-dimensions) without any pre-trained model initialization 2 . This embedding layer is followed by LSTM networks (16-units), whose output is passed to a dense layer with ReLU activation function and dropout (0.4). The last section is a dense layer with sigmoid activation to produce the final prediction. We experiment with HurtLex by concatenating its 17 categories as one hot encoding representation to both LSVC-based and LSTMbased systems. Data and Evaluation We use four English datasets, namely Harassment, Waseem, HatEval, and OffensEval 3 . We evaluate the system performance based on precision, recall, and F -score on the positive class (abusive class). Results. Table 2 shows the results of the crossdomain experiment. We test every dataset with three systems which are trained on three other datasets. We also run in-domain scenario to compare the delta between in-domain and outdomain performance and measure the drop in per-formance. Not surprisingly, the performance on out-domain datasets is always lower (except in two cases when the Harassment dataset is used as test set). Overall, LSTM-based systems performed better than LSVC-based systems. The use of HurtLex also succeeded in improving the performance on both LSVC-based and LSTM-based systems. We can see that HurtLex is able to improve the recall in most of the cases. Our further investigation shows that systems with HurtLex are able to detect more abusive contents, noted by the increases of true positives. The OffensEval training set always achieves the best performance when tested on three other datasets. On the other hand, the Harassment dataset always presents the larger drop in performance when used as training data. Training the models on the Harassment dataset lead to a very low result even in the in-domain setting. The highest result on the Harassment dataset is only .418 F -score, achieved by LSTM with HurtLex 4 , while when trained on the other datasets our models are able to reach above .600 F -score. Upon further investigation, we found, that Golbeck et al. (2017) only used a limited set of keywords, which contributes to limit their dataset coverage. Overall, we argue that there are good arguments in favor of our hypothesis that a system trained on datasets with a broader coverage of phenomena will be more robust to detect other kinds of abusive language (see the OffensEval results).
Cross-lingual Classification
We aim to experiment with cross-lingual abusive language classification. As far as our knowledge goes, there is still no work which focuses on investigating the feasibility of cross-lingual classification in the abusive language area. We will explore two scenarios, in-domain and out-domain classification, in four different languages, namely English, Spanish, Italian, and German. Again, we will test HurtLex in this experiment. Model. We build four systems for each in-domain and out-domain experiments. One system of each scenario is built based on LSVC with unigram features, while three other systems are built based on a LSTM architecture. Here we describe three systems which are based on LSTM:
(a). LSTM + WE. First, we exploit LSTM with 4 Marwa et al. (2018) claimed to get a higher result, but that paper did not give a complete information about system configuration they used. (b). JL + ME. We also propose a joint-learning model with multilingual word embedding. We take advantage of the availability of multilingual word embeddings 7 to build a jointlearning model. Figure 1 summarize how the data is transformed and learned in this model. We create bilingual training data automatically by using Google Translate to translate the data in both directions (training from source to target language and testing from target to source language), then using it as training data for the two LSTM-based architectures (similar architecture of the model in cross-domain experiment). We concatenate these two architectures before the output layer, which produces the final prediction. In the, we expect to reduce some of the noise from the translation while keeping the original structure of the training set. Table 3 : Results on in-domain (AMI) cross-lingual abusive language identification (EN, ES,IT).
Dataset LSVC + BoW LSTM + WE JL + ME JL + ME + HL Test (c). JL + ME + HL. Finally, we also experiment the use of HurtLex in our joint-learning model, by simply concatenating its representation into both LSTM model in source and target language.
Dataset and Evaluation
We use the AMI datasets (with topical focus on misogyny identification) for the in-domain experiment, in three languages, i.e. English (EN-Evalita), Spanish (ES-Ibereval), and Italian (IT-Evalita). For English, we decide to use the Evalita one due to its larger size. For the outdomain experiment, we use Waseem (EN), HatEval (ES), AMI-Evalita (IT-Evalita in the table, IT), and GermEval (DE). We use precision, recall, and F -score in positive class as evaluation metric. Results. Table 3 shows the results of the indomain experiments, while out-domain results can be seen in Table 4 . For the in-domain experiment, our joint-learning based systems are able to outperform two other systems based on LSVC and LSTM with monolingual embeddings. Furthermore, HurtLex succeeded to improve the system performance, except when systems are tested on English datasets. LSCV models were outperformed by deep learning-based systems in the outdomain experiment. Our joint-learning based system always gives the best performance on all settings (except when trained on GermEval and tested on Waseem, where LSTM with monolingual embeddings performs better). HurtLex is only able to improve 7 out of 12 results based on F -score, where in most cases it succeeds to improve the recall. This result is consistent with in cross-domain experiments in Section 3. The out-domain results are generally lower than in-domain ones. A lot of variables could influence the difficulty of the outdomain scenario, which calls for deeper investigations. Some of them are discussed in Section 6.
Discussion
We discuss some of the challenges which contribute to make the cross-domain and cross-lingual abusive language detection tasks difficult. In particular we will focus on some issues related to the presence of swear words in these kinds of texts.
The different uses of swear words. As described in Section 3, the datasets we considered have different focuses w.r.t. the abusive phenomena captured, and this impacts on the lexical distribution in each dataset. Based on a further analysis we observed that in datasets with a general topical focus such as OffensEval, the abusive tweets are marked by some common swear words such as "fuck", "shit", and "ass". While in datasets featured by a specific hate target, such as the AMI dataset (misogyny), the lexical keywords in abusive tweets are dominated by specific sexist slurs such as "bitch", "cunt", and "whore". This finding is consistent with the study of (ElSherief et al., 2018) , which conducted an analysis on hate speech in social media based on its target. Furthermore, the pragmatics of swearing could also change from one dataset to another, depending on the topical features. Translation issues. As we expected, the use of automatic machine translation (via Google Translate) in our pipeline can give rise to errors in the cross-lingual setting. In particular, we observed errors in translations from English to other languages (Italian and Spanish) on some swear words, which are usually important clues to detect abusive content. See for instance the following cases from the EN-AMI Evalita dataset:
Original tweet (EN):
Punch that girl right in the skank Translated tweet (IT): Pugno quella ragazza proprio nella Skank
Apparently, you can turn a hoe into a housewife Translated tweet (ES): Aparentemente, puedes convertir una azada en una ama de casa.
Translating swearing is indeed challenging. In the first example, Google Translate is unable to provide an Italian translation for the English word "skank" (a proper translation could be "sciacquetta" or "sciattona", which means "slut"). We found 134 occurrences of the word "skank" in EN-AMI Evalita and 185 in the EN-HatEval dataset. The second example shows, instead, a problem related to context and disambiguation issues. Indeed, the word "hoe" here is used informally in its derogatory sense, meaning "A woman who engages in sexual intercourse for money" (synonyms: slut, whore, floozy) 8 . But, disregarding the context, it is translated in Spanish by relying on a different conventional meaning (hoe as agricultural and horticultural hand tool). The term
Conclusion and Future Work
In this study, we conduct an exploratory experiment on abusive language detection in crossdomain and cross-lingual classification scenarios. We focus on social media data, exploiting several datasets across different domains and languages. Based on the cross-domain experiments, we found that training a system on datasets featured by more general abusive phenomena will produce a more robust system to detect other more specific kinds of abusive languages. We also observed that HurtLex is able to transfer knowledge between domains by improving the number of true positives.
In the cross-lingual experiment, our joint-learning systems outperformed the other systems in most cases also in the out-domain setting. The results presented here succeed to shed some light regarding the issues and difficulties of this research direction. As future work, we aim at exploring more deeply the issue related to different coverage, topical focuses and abusive phenomena characterizing the datasets in this field, taking a semantic ontology-based approach to clearly represent the relations between concepts and linguistic phenomena involved. This will allow us to further explore and refine the idea that combining some datasets can produce a more robust system to detect abusive language across different domains. We also found that detecting out-domain abusive content cross-lingual is really challenging, and the use of domain-independent resources to transfer knowledge between domains and languages an interesting issue to be further explored. Finally, we will further investigate the different uses and contexts of swearing, which seems to play a key role in the abusive language detection task (Holgate et al., 2018) , with impact also on experiments in crossdomain and cross-lingual settings.
